23rd Annual U.S. – Japan Symposium

Global leadership and prosperity: The future roles of the U.S and Japan

Wednesday, October 28, 2015 | 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. | Harvard Loeb House

- **9:00** Opening: Roger Porter, John Shane, Kazutoshi Murao
- **11:00** Lunch
- **12:20** Session II ~ Steps toward Future Peace: Responsibilities of Japan and the U.S. in Maintaining World Order Jun Sato, Arne Westad, Richard Samuels, Adam Liff
- **2:00** Break + Photo
- **2:20** Session III ~ Politics and the roles of leading nations: Japan and the U.S. Shigeo Hirose, Roger Porter, Amy Catalinac, Daniel Smith
- **4:00** Closing
- **4:30** Reception
- **5:30** End

Sponsored by the Mossavar-Rahmani Center for Business & Government with the generous support of the Kansai Association of Corporate Executives in collaboration with the Japan Society of Boston